
As a reader rather than a walker and listener you have the disadvantage of not being able to interrupt 

to ask questions.  All guided tours and blogs are limited in what they can say and explain, so please 

bear that in mind whilst reading this.  I will try to add a glossary to the website but if you want anything 

clarifying please do not hesitate to ask.   

 

We started the tour toward the Western End of Maiden Castle where I asked everybody to imagine 

the landscape, not how it is today with a chequered patchwork of fields, villages and roads, but 

covered in an oak and ash woodland.  There were small clearings where yew and other plants were 

able to grow.  The South Winterbourne was a continually flowing river, probably larger than it is today, 

but the valley was still habitable.  The topography was generally the same as today.   

 

People were living across this landscape in a fairly ‘non settled’ kind of way, small camps with 

structures that have left very little trace in the landscape.  Over the next thousand years this woodland 

underwent a slow clearance and how they lived within the landscape transformed.   

 

Neolithic 

Causewayed Enclosure  

 

Around 4000BC a causewayed enclosure was built in a clearing on top of Maiden Castle.  This 

enclosure consisted of two oval ditches, originally segmented, with a small bank between them. They 

enclosed several hectares, the same area as the early Iron Age hillfort.  As the ramparts for this were 

built directly on top of the enclosure ditches therefore first discovered during Sir Mortimer Wheeler’s 

excavations. Its identity and description have only been gained through small excavation windows, by 

Wheeler but also by Sharples in the 1980s. It is directly comparable to similar monuments found 

elsewhere.   

Once dug the outer ditch naturally filled up over time, as the sides collapsed in and grass and plants 

grew in the bottom.  A child was buried during the early stages of this filling up.  The inner ditch was 

quickly deliberately backfilled with chalk rubble.  This rubble sealed a layer that also contained burials.  

This then naturally filled up but after a while a layer of domestic style rubbish was placed all along the 

ditch.  This contained organics and therefore would have been a really stinky deposit surrounding the 

enclosure, creating a sensual barrier. 

 

Inside the ditches very little was found.  A pit was excavated that contained broken pottery, animal 

bones and a large concentration of limpet shells.  Limpet shells are not something that you would 

normally expect to find; the sea is at least 5 miles away, they are not that nutritious and you would 

normally expect the shells to be left at the beach (to reduce the load that had to be carried back to 

Maiden Castle).  A grave of two children was also discovered, they were buried top to toe in crouched 



positions.  Burials and special deposits are often found in causewayed enclosures. Also normal for 

these monuments is the distinct lack of evidence for occupation.  

 

There were not many other large earthworks or monuments at the time but looking south of Maiden 

Castle we could see where field walking found evidence for several small settlements scattered along 

the South Winterbourne Valley.  To the north an area of flint procurement and knapping was 

identified.  Polished stone axes are often found in association with causewayed enclosures and 

Maiden Castle is no exception.  The pottery discovered in association was also of a high status 

comparative to the nearby settlements.   

 

The economic and social relationships between the monument on Maiden Castle and its immediate 

surroundings are unclear but it was clearly an important place. Was it a central location around which 

farming communities came together, or was it a more peripheral place between groups? It must have 

been a place where communication occurred but through what guise we can only hypothesise.   

There have been almost as many interpretations of causewayed enclosures as there are monuments 

themselves.  I will let you decide upon your own. If you wish to read more about them have a look at 

my recommended reading page.   

 

Bank barrows 

Our focus then returned back to Maiden Castle where there was then a short period of abandonment 

(c50 years).  Scrub started to encroach, evidenced by traces of elder and dog roses in the soils that 

were created during this time, until a bank barrow was built around 3500BC.  Not only did this 

physically alter the hilltop but it also represents changing attitudes to the landscape.  It was located 

cutting across the Causewayed Enclosure and extending the length of the hill.   

 

Bank barrows are a monument type unique to the UK and, like causewayed enclosures, their purpose 

is not obvious.  The one on Maiden Castle was built in three sections and the total length was 546m.  

It might have started life as a long barrow although no burials were associated with it (for more about 

long barrows see the Glossary) but was then extended. Two ditches run the full length of the 

monuments (they are 19.5m apart, which long with its size also, makes the barrow reminiscent of a 

cursus’.  

 

There are three bank barrows in the South Dorset Ridgeway Landscape, at Broadmayne, Long Bredy 

and Maiden Castle.  All three are invisible to each other (we definitely couldn’t see them from Maiden 

Castle) and command views over distinctive regions.  They are located on the ends and in the middle 

of the Ridgeway, marking and separating it from the surrounding lowland.  This changes the use of 

Maiden Castle from a focal point to a division.   

 

During the 500 years after the barrow was built very little activity occurred on Maiden Castle.  The 

ditches of the bank barrow gradually filled up, and the scrub encroached again.  The bank barrow, like 



the Causewayed enclosure was located within a wider landscape of activity, where the woodland was 

still being cleared.  Settlements from this time have been identified across the landscape, presumably 

within the cleared areas.  Whilst the bank barrow was visible but not being actively maintained other 

monuments were being built.  

 

These would have been comparable to those within the Stonehenge complex (the stone circle hadn’t 

been built yet).  On Alington Ridge a series of monuments were built, starting with a long barrow.  

Mount Pleasant was the largest monument and was in use for the longest length of time (500 years).  

Discovered close to Max House (Thomas Hardy’s House) it was a ditched enclosure that surrounded 

multiple rings of posts. At Flagstones a pit circle was excavated and shown to have been backfilled 

very soon after it was originally dug and underneath. It may also have been associated with a large 

sarcen and burials.   Maumbury Rings 10m deep shafts were discovered.  These were adjacent to 

each other creating a large ditched enclosure.   

 

It is hard to understand the relationship between all these monuments. We do not know exact dates 

for when they were built, rather radio carbon evidence provides a likely order of construction.  Once 

they had been built they remained visible in the landscape irrespective of active use and 

maintenance, the bank barrow included.  Was is a passive observer in these monumental 

constructions or did its presence directly influence the decisions made about them?  Archaeology 

often creates as many questions as it answers, again I’ll let you ponder yourselves.  I hope that you 

don’t think this is a cop-out; archaeology does tend to raise more questions than it answers! 

 

Bronze Age 

Round Barrows 

The walk then moved into the Bronze Age.  We physically walked along the bank barrow towards the 

eastern end of the hill.  Pausing at a visible round barrow we reminded ourselves of the continuing 

woodland clearance that had occurred during the previous 1000 years.  By the time that the round 

barrow was constructed (c3000BC) the woodland had almost completely gone.  The change through 

the Neolithic to the Bronze Age was a change in a way of life, influencing and reflected in the material 

culture and landscape of those people.  It did not happen quickly (think a few hundred years), but 

most things were affected.  Burial practises are just one example of this change. 

 

Long barrows went out of fashion and round barrows came in.  They were still built in similar places, 

often using the earlier long barrows as focal points, but the way in which they were used was very 

different.  No longer were burials quite so communal, instead circular mounds were built over 

individual inhumations. Sometimes these were reused with later burials being inserted into the 

barrow, often as cremations.  Often, but not always, they are surrounded by a ditch, from which it is 

assumed the material used to create the mound comes from.    



 

We examined the divot in the top of the barrow we were standing by and briefly mentioned 

antiquarian excavations before continuing to the edge of the hill.  Here we had a good view of the 

Ridgeway and the horizon dotted with round barrows.  It was at this point that a very valid question 

was asked - are round barrows and tumuli the same thing?  If you look on an OS map South Dorset 

has Tumuli marked all over the place.  Generally yes, this does demark a round barrow however you 

cannot rely entirely on the interpretation of the cartographer.  A total 883 round barrows have been 

identified in the South Dorset Ridgeway area, most identified via aerial photographs.  Often the 

mound has been ploughed away but the ring ditches can show clearly in crop marks.  

 

Archaeologists classify barrows in order to make them easier to analyse. There are several different 

types of round barrow, bowl barrows are the most common.  A disc barrow is differentiated by a 

space between the bottom of the mound and the ditch.  It also has a bank around the outside of the 

ditch.  A brilliant example of this is the disc barrow on Goulds Hill.  The shadows created by the 

setting sun really highlight I, at other times of day it is much harder to see.  This may have been 

important to the choice in location and construction method.  

 

Disc barrows are ascribed to the ‘Wessex’ style of barrow; this means that they are elite burials, often 

containing high status grave goods.  It has been claimed that disc barrows are places for the burial of 

women, (men are buried in bell barrows (without an outer bank and therefore a slightly higher 

mound)).  This division has been ascertained by excavation however the records for these in Dorset 

are actually quite limited.  This is disappointing considering, not only the number of barrows that are 

here, but the number that have been excavated. 

 

The HER record for the disc barrow we were admiring provides a list of dimensions, notes that it used 

to be within the parish of Upway but is now in Bincombe, and that it has been ploughed and the top 

disturbed.  There is no record of excavation at all let alone what was found.  I find it highly unlikely 

that it has not been excavated, almost all the others in that group have been.  One almost adjacent 

was excavated by Edward Cunnington but the information known information is still not very 

extensive- ‘Covered by small slabs, fragments of inhumation in a stone lined grave covered by a 

cairn’ (HER entry No 1010015) 

 

When trying to understand these monuments this is very frustrating, especially when you start to look 

more closely at the archives and discover records that say things such as… 

 

 ‘A barrow on Ridgeway Hill, opened by Mr Medhurst contained a primary 

extended inhumation with the remains of an infant by its side and inurned 

cremation between the legs. Around this skeleton were four (secondary?) graves 

each containing a skeleton - one with a pottery vessel, and the whole enclosed in 

a circle of stones.  



 

No further information was obtained upon this site. It may refer to one of many 

barrows on Ridgeway Hill’. 

 

The situation when trying to understand the Bronze Age Landscape is further complicated when you 

consider the excavation of the Weymouth Relief Road.  On Ridgeway Hill they found 16 burials.  Only 

one was associated with a ring ditch but despite this it is thought were originally buried under barrows 

that have since disappeared.  This conclusion was reached after analysis of the spatial relationships 

between burials, including depth.  As proved by geophysical survey by John Gale in 2009 barrows 

without ditches are not unusual within this landscape but it does provide complication when trying to 

estimate the original number of barrows.  Individual graves cannot be identified through any other 

means of investigation, other than excavation.   

 

As we then admired the sheer number of barrows along the ridgeway the idea of the landscape as a 

cemetery was raised by a participant.   We discussed the landscape as a place of the living and dead, 

and reflected on the changes between past and modern attitudes.  We concluded that by not 

segregating death, by building and using these visible monuments, people were able to grieve.  It was 

a way of helping them explain and deal with the more philosophical issues of life.  These barrows 

were physical reminders of the dead and whatever this meant to them, in the same way that we keep 

memories alive through photographs and gravestones.   

 

I just want to add a comment here that I didn’t make during the walk.  Only a small number of the 

population would have been buried in the barrows, the rest were presumably disposed of through the 

scattering of cremated ashes or other ephemeral methods.  The barrows probably represented more 

than just the memory of individual people, they were a symbol of societal structures, demonstrating 

and reiterating not just group hierarchy but also landscape division.  They were physical expressions, 

probably not consciously created of a way of life.   

 

The feedback that I received on the walk was positive.  This pick you own guided tour was more 

successful than I imagined.  The participants seemed to like the idea of an element of surprise and 

were not put off by the subject not being directly what they had suggested.  The only negative 

comment from somebody who elected not to come was that that Maiden Castle was a boring place to 

go for a guided walk.  I hope that I proved otherwise to those that took that gamble and joined me. 

Thank you.  

 


